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Improve productivity withoutchanging 

procedures

Offer the entire organization access

with a flexible license

Keep investigator notes separatefrom 

video files

Give other parties the ability to

bookmark the recording for

presentation at trial

Present high-quality audio andvideo 

evidence at trial

Deploy the system on simple-to-setup,

portable equipment quickly

Locate cases or specific portions of

interviews with search and retrieve

functions

Capture every word and gesturewith 

up to four channels of high-fidelity

audio and HD video

Allow additional investigators or

stakeholders to view the live 

interview remotely

Record in multiple, popular fileformats

Master the intuitive user interfacewith 

minimal training

Import field recordings and addthem to 

the interview file

Use the non-proprietary MP4format on 

mobile devices

Enable restrictions on user accessby 

role or internal department

Schedule a demonstration or learn more about how  
FTR Interview Suite can revolutionize your workflow.

The gold standard in digital recording 
technology created for law enforcement 
and victim advocacy centers.
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Do more with 

FTR Interview Suite.
Designed with functionality and the user experience in mind.

FTR Interview Suite does more than record 

interviews with victims, suspects, and witnesses. 

This lawenforcement innovation provides 

powerful collaborative and investigative tools to 

maximize theinformation captured during the 

interview and leverage that intelligence in the 

pursuit of justice.FTR Interview Suite facilitates 

live, remote viewing of interviews so offsite 

specialists and detectivescan lend their 

expertise. To aid investigations, it captures each 

expression and variation in tone withfour 

channels of high-fidelity audio and 

high-definition video, and records this content in 

multiple fileformats. Strict privacy settings 

protect the recordings, which can be annotated, 

bookmarked, parsed,shared, and presented at 

trial.In addition to having robust features,  

FTR Interview Suite has an intuitive user 

interface to ensure theemphasis remains on law 

enforcement activities instead of administrative 

tasks. Departments canrapidly integrate the 

technology and improve productivity without any 

changes to procedure.

Capture Collaborate Annotate Manage

Import Playback Store Present

Maximize your interviews with victims, witnesses, and suspects. 
FTR Interview Suite allows you to:
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